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Abstract 

Brachytherapy, including radioactive seed implantation (RSI) and transarterial radiation 

therapy embolization (TARE), is an important treatment modality for advanced hepatocellular 
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carcinoma (HCC), but the inability of RSI and TARE to treat tumor metastasis and recurrence 

limits their benefits for patients in the clinic. Herein, IDO1 inhibitor-loaded alginate 

microspheres (IMs) are developed as radionuclide carriers with immunomodulatory functions 

to achieve effective radio-immunotherapy. The size and swelling properties of IMs could be 

facilely tailored by adjusting the calcium source during emulsification. Both small and large 

IMs are biocompatible and available for RSI and TARE, respectively, after 177Lu labeling. 

Among them, 177Lu-SIMs completely eliminated subcutaneous HCC in mice after intratumoral 

RSI. Moreover, in combination with anti-PD-L1, 177Lu-SIMs not only eradicate primary tumors 

by RSI but also effectively inhibit the growth of distant tumors, wherein the potent abscopal 

effect could be ascribed to the immune stimulation of RSI and the modulation of the tumor 

immune microenvironment (TIME) by IDO1 inhibitors. In parallel, LIMs demonstrate excellent 

embolization efficiency, resulting in visible necrotic lesions in the central auricular artery of 

rabbits, which are promising for TARE in future studies. Collectively, we provide a versatile 

therapeutic agent to synchronously modulate the TIME during brachytherapy for efficient 

radio-immunotherapy of advanced HCC. 

Keywords 

Brachytherapy; Radio-immunotherapy; Radionuclide labelling; IDO1 inhibitors; Alginate 
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1. Introduction 

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common liver carcinoma, and its high 

incidence and lethality remain global health challenges, especially in developing countries[1-3]. 

Radical therapies for HCC, including local hepatectomy[4], local ablation[5], and liver 

transplantation[6], are only applicable for patients in the early stages without multiple tumors 

or metastases. Unfortunately, more than 70% of patients are diagnosed at intermediate or 

advanced stages with prominent symptomatic signals, leaving most patients no longer 

candidates for radical therapies according to the Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC) 

staging and treatment strategy in 2022[7]. Meanwhile, systematic administration of 

chemodrugs as well as advanced external radiation therapy confronts problems of inevitable 

side effects to normal tissues and healthy liver regions when treating intermediate to 

advanced HCC[8]. Currently, transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) is the most common 

clinical treatment for patients with intermediate to advanced HCC[9-11], which induces necrosis 

by selectively delivering chemotherapeutic agents while obstructing the hepatic artery 

supplying blood and nutrition. However, more than 60% of patients who undergo multiple 

TACE procedures still do not benefit from the procedure, let alone the potential adverse 

effects, including organ failure and even death[12]. 
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Brachytherapy, including transarterial radioembolization (TARE) and radioactive seed 

implantation (RSI), is another promising therapy modality for unresectable HCC that places 

therapeutic radionuclides as the radiation source inside or near the liver tumor, circumventing 

most healthy organ irradiation and skin exposure[13-15]. On the one hand, TARE is the most 

typical brachytherapy method. On the basis of a similar rationale to TACE, TARE 

locoregionally delivers radioactive and embolic microspheres to HCC through the liver 

arteries to specifically kill tumor cells, resulting in a superior response rate and better 

prognosis compared to TACE[16, 17]. Several radioactive and embolic microspheres have been 

approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for HCC therapy, including 90Y 

glass microspheres and 90Y resin microspheres[18, 19]. Nevertheless, TARE is limited by portal 

vein tumor thrombus (PVTT)[20], which occurs commonly when advanced HCC invades the 

portal vein and its branches in the liver, necessitating a more direct route for brachytherapy. 

On the other hand, RSI is a more appropriate solution under the circumstance of HCC 

accompanied by PVTT[21], which implants radioactive seeds directly into the tumor interstitium 

through a needle path or an internal cavity[22]. In this regard, RSI located in tumors to address 

HCC patients with PVTT would sacrifice the capability of restricting blood and nutrition in 

TARE, which impairs the therapeutic efficacy. In addition, the existing commercial radioactive 

microspheres or seeds for brachytherapy are expensive and nondegradable in vivo, which 

impedes repetitive treatments and risks of long-term toxicity. Moreover, both TARE and RSI 
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are paralyzed in HCC metastasis and recurrence, requiring an ingenious combination of 

immunotherapy for thorough HCC elimination. 

Inspiringly, studies have shown that radiotherapy can induce immunogenic cell death 

(ICD) to stimulate the antitumor immune response, promising for inhibiting metastasis via the 

abscopal effect[23, 24]. However, tumors are always equipped with an immunosuppressive 

microenvironment, which is further exacerbated by radiotherapy, leading to immune escape 

of cancer cells and hampering the efficacy of radio-immunotherapy[25]. Within the tumor 

immune microenvironment (TIME), indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) and its metabolite 

kynurenine (Kyn) play vital roles in inducing radiation resistance[26-28] and the 

immunosuppressive response[29, 30]. An increasing number of studies have proven that the 

loss of tryptophan (Trp) by elevated IDO expression inactivates effector T cells[31]. 

Considering its immunomodulatory role in cancer progression, IDO has become an 

interesting therapeutic target[32-34]. Therefore, it is of great clinical significance to build a 

biocompatible and tailorable therapeutic platform integrating brachytherapy by RSI or TARE 

as well as the capability of regulating IDO pathway to enhance radio-immunotherapy. 

In this work, versatile microspheres with IDO inhibitors indoximod and radionuclide 177Lu 

(177Lu-IMs) were developed for HCC brachytherapy to promote the systemic antitumor 

immune response (Scheme 1). The alginate microspheres were prepared using a simple 
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emulsification method by cross-linking sodium alginate and calcium ions in the presence of 

indoximod (Ind), whose size and swelling property could be facilely adjusted by varying the 

calcium source. Both small IMs (SIMs, 2 μm) and large IMs (LIMs, 40 μm) could be labeled by 

177Lu without the help of any chelating agents, resulting in superior radiolabeling stability in 

various solutions. Neither SIMs nor LIMs induced any cytotoxicity, while those labeled with 

177Lu could kill cells in a dose-dependent manner. After intratumoral injection, 177Lu-SIMs 

were retained in the tumor site for more than seven days, significantly inhibiting H22 tumors 

in mice due to the sustainable efficacy of therapeutic radionuclides and IDO inhibitors. 

Moreover, when combined with immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs), 177Lu-SIMs could not 

only eradicate the primary tumor by brachytherapy but also induce a potent immune 

response to suppress the growth of distant tumors. Additionally, LIMs with ideal swelling 

properties successfully embolize the central auricular artery of rabbits, illustrating great 

promise for TARE in future studies. These biocompatible IMs are versatile therapeutic 

platforms suitable for both RSI and TARE by facilely adjusting the size and properties, which 

are promising for achieving efficient radio-immunotherapy of clinical HCC tumors. 

 

2. Results and Discussion 

2.1. Synthesis and characterization of microspheres loaded with indoximod (IMs) 
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Alginate (Alg) is a natural polymer available for wide applications in innovative 

pharmaceuticals due to its hydrophilicity, biocompatibility and biodegradability[35-38]. Taking 

advantage of the versatile property, herein, sodium alginate and sodium carboxymethyl 

cellulose (CMC) were emulsified along with the IDO inhibitor indoximod (Ind) to prepare 

microspheres loaded with indoximod (IMs) through a one-pot synthesis method. The size 

distribution of these IMs could be facilely tailored by varying calcium ions to meet the specific 

requirements for different applications in various animal models and treatment modalities. As 

a proof of concept, we synthesized two representative IMs with distinctive sizes, including 

small IMs (SIMs) appliable for radioactive seed implantation (RSI) in mice and large IMs 

(LIMs) suitable for artery embolization in rabbits. 

The as-prepared SIMs (Figure 1A-B) and LIMs (Figure 1C-D) were characterized by 

optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), demonstrating uniformly 

dispersible microspheres in solutions and spherical morphology with distinct sizes between 

SIMs and LIMs. Additionally, the hydrodynamic size of SIMs was measured to be 2 μm by 

dynamic light scattering (DLS), while the average size of LIMs was measured to be 40 μm 

(Figure 1E). In addition, the drug loading capacities of SIMs and LIMs were calculated to be 

44.49 ± 2.25 μg/mg and 52.48 ± 3.8 μg/mg, respectively (Figure S1A-C, Supporting 

Information). UV‒Vis spectra of the supernatant from ground LIMs and SIMs dissolved in 

hydrochloric acid presented the characteristic absorbance peak of indoximod at 285 nm, 
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indicating the successful loading of the IDO1 inhibitors (Figure S2A, Supporting Information), 

which would be abundantly released from IMs in PBS solutions after 12 h (Figure S2B-C, 

Supporting Information). Furthermore, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was 

used to test the chemical groups in the as-prepared microspheres (Figure 1F). Similar to 

sodium alginate and CMC, SIMs and LIMs possessed FTIR peaks at 890 cm-1, 1404 cm-1, 

1594 cm-1 and 3302 cm-1, which could be ascribed to the stretching vibration peak of O-Na, 

the symmetric vibration and the asymmetric vibration peak of the carboxyl group, as well as 

the hydroxyl stretching vibration peak of sodium alginate. Taking advantage of the abundant 

hydroxyl and carboxyl groups in the as-prepared IMs, the metallic radionuclide 177Lu could be 

labeled onto both SIMs and LIMs by simply mixing with acidic 177LuCl3 solution without the 

help of any chelates, achieving radiolabeling efficiency above 90% (Figure S3, Supporting 

Information). Furthermore, the radioactivity count determined that the radionuclides in 

177Lu-SIMs and 177Lu-LIMs were stable even after incubation in PBS and FBS for 96 h (Figure 

1G), which guaranteed sufficient radiolabeling stability for the following therapeutic 

experiments. 

The swelling properties of SIMs and LIMs were then tested in PBS solutions at different 

pH values. The optical microscopic photographs and the DLS-measured hydrodynamic size 

showed no obvious change in SIMs in both solutions after incubation for 120 min (Figure 

S4A-B, Supporting Information). In contrast, LIMs demonstrated rapid swelling behavior in 
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solutions at pH 5.6 and pH 7.4, wherein the diameter of the swelled LIMs was two to three 

times that of the original dried LIMs (Figure S4C-D, Supporting Information). The relatively 

strong swelling ability of LIMs compared to SIMs might be ascribed to the larger volume with 

better water absorption and retention ability. In addition, the degradation behavior of these 

IMs was evaluated in PBS with lysozymes to simulate physiological conditions, wherein PBS 

confers ion exchange and lysozymes destroy the β-glycoside bonds in sodium alginate[39]. 

Both SIMs and LIMs slowly degraded in PBS solutions, while the degradation was further 

accelerated by lysozymes (Figure S5, Supporting Information), indicating that these IMs were 

feasible for degradation and metabolism in vivo and thus were possible for therapeutic 

applications. Meanwhile, the hemolysis test preliminarily demonstrated the biocompatibility of 

IMs as therapeutic materials (Figure S6, Supporting Information). 

In order to evaluate the feasibility of SIMs and LIMs for injection, their suspension 

stability in PBS was characterized. Both SIMs and LIMs were rapidly dispersed in PBS upon 

addition with moderate shaking, which seemed homogenously soluble by the naked eye. No 

significant sedimentation or aggregation was observed for SIMs, while LIMs gradually 

precipitated within 15 seconds but still easily dispersed upon shaking (Figure S7, Supporting 

Information). These results collectively indicated that both SIMs and LIMs were applicable as 

injectable formulations for HCC treatment, wherein SIMs with a relatively small size were 
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suitable for RSI in tumors of mice, while LIMs with swelling ability and diameters similar to the 

tumor artery were suitable for embolization in the central auricular artery of rabbits. 

 

2.2. Cytotoxicity and Kyn inhibitory assay of SIMs and LIMs 

Prior to conducting experiments in animal models, we first assessed the cytotoxicity and 

biocompatibility of IMs through the Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK8) assay. Specifically, normal 

human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) and mouse H22 hepatoma cells (H22) were 

incubated with SIMs at different concentrations for 24 h. Even at the highest concentration of 

200 μg/mL, SIMs induced no significant inhibitory effect on cell viability (Figure 2A). In 

parallel, LIMs demonstrated no toxicity to HUVECs and rabbit VX2 liver tumor cells (VX2) at 

the highest concentration of 1000 μg/mL (Figure 2B), preliminarily confirming the 

biocompatibility of these IMs in several cell lines. Subsequently, 177Lu-SIMs were incubated 

with H22 and 177Lu-LIMs with VX2 cells for 72 h. Inspiringly, similar to 177Lu-LMs and 

177Lu-SMs, 177Lu-SIMs and 177Lu-LIMs induced half of cell lethality at 100 μCi/mL, indicating 

that the IDO inhibitor indoximod had little influence on cell viability, while the radionuclide 

177Lu dominated the cell damage (Figure 2C-D). Furthermore, the DNA double-strand breaks 

caused by 177Lu-SIMs were evaluated by γ-H2AX staining. Confocal images revealed that all 

of these 177Lu-labeled microspheres could lead to substantial DNA damage in tumor cells 
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(Figure 2E-F& Figure S8A-B, Supporting Information). After verifying the in vitro 

biocompatibility of microspheres and the lethality of 177Lu labeling, the inhibitory effect of 

SIMs or LIMs on Tyr-Kyn metabolism was evaluated by coincubation with H22 or VX2, 

respectively, showing a significant correlation of Kyn inhibition with the concentration of IDO 

inhibitors (Ind) in IMs (Figure S9, Supporting Information). Therefore, SIMs and LIMs could 

be used as reliable radionuclide carriers for brachytherapy and IDO inhibitors for immune 

stimulation. 

 

2.3. Inhibition of subcutaneous hepatoma in mice by 177Lu-SIMs 

After verifying the cell lethality and IDO regulation capability of the radiolabeled 

microspheres, the H22 tumor-bearing mouse model was developed to evaluate 177Lu-SIMs 

as RSI candidates for imaging and therapy of subcutaneous hepatoma in mice. First, mice 

bearing H22 tumors were intratumorally (i.t.) injected with 177Lu-SIMs and then imaged by the 

SPECT/CT system at different time points. The SPECT/CT images showed that 177Lu-SIMs 

could be retained at the tumor site even on the 7th day (Figure 3A). Meanwhile, the major 

tissues of mice treated with 177Lu-SIMs were harvested for biodistribution assessment by 

γ-counter on the 3rd and 7th days, showing that 177Lu-SIMs were mainly retained at the tumor 

sites with negligible distribution in normal organs (Figure 3B). 
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Encouraged by the tumor accumulation and retention of 177Lu-SIMs, we next evaluated 

the RSI efficacy in the subcutaneous hepatoma of mice. The radionuclide dosage for 

therapeutic experiments was optimized by fixing the dosage of indoximod at 2.4 mg/kg while 

varying the dosage of 177Lu at a conventional range from 100 to 200 μCi. The results 

demonstrated that while 177Lu-SIMs could inhibit tumor growth more efficiently at 150 μCi 

than at 100 μCi, 200 μCi showed no significant superiority over 150 μCi (Supporting 

information Figure S10). Hence, the therapeutic dose of 177Lu-SIMs was determined to be 

150 μCi of 177Lu and 2.4 mg/kg of indoximod for subsequent therapeutic experiments. To 

compare the therapeutic efficacy of 177Lu to that of other radionuclides, we synthesized silk 

fibroin-modified SIMs (SFIMs) according to a previous literature[40] to be labeled with 125I 

(Supporting information Figure S11A-D), which is a traditional radionuclide for RSI. At the 

same radioactive dose, 177Lu-SIMs demonstrated significantly stronger therapeutic efficiency 

on tumors than 125I-SFIMs (Supporting information Figure S11E), indicating that 177Lu-SIMs 

hold great promise for treating HCC by RSI. 

Subsequently, mice bearing H22 tumors were randomly divided into 6 groups, including 

Group 1: PBS (i.t. ), Group 2: SMs (i.t.), Group 3: SIMs (i.t.), Group 4: indoximod (i.t.), Group 

5: 177Lu-SMs (i.t., 150 μCi) and Group 6: 177Lu-SIMs (i.t., 150 μCi). All groups were treated 

when the tumor volume grew to ~75 mm3 and was measured every other day. The results 

showed that tumor growth was significantly inhibited in only group 5 and group 6 (Figure 3C). 
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At 16 days after each treatment, the tumor tissues of mice in different groups were collected 

and weighed. In accordance with the tumor growth curves, 177Lu-SIMs significantly decreased 

the tumor weight compared to the other groups (Figure 3D). Meanwhile, tumor tissues from 

mice after different treatments were collected for hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) staining and 

terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase d-UTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) for histopathological 

analysis, showing the most significant cell damage and widespread apoptosis in the 

177Lu-SIMs-treated group (Figure 3F). All these therapeutic results demonstrated the superior 

RSI efficacy of 177Lu-SIMs. 

In order to evaluate the biosafety of the treatment, the body weight of all mice was 

monitored throughout the course of treatment, exhibiting no obvious weight loss or other 

abnormalities (Figure 3E). In addition, H&E staining of major organs in mice was also 

performed at the end of the treatments, demonstrating no significant side effects (Figure S12, 

Supporting Information). Moreover, the blood of mice was collected and analyzed at day 8 

after treatment with 177Lu-SIMs or PBS, showing negligible differences between the two 

groups (Figure S13, Supporting Information). Collectively, 177Lu-SIMs were biocompatible 

theranostic agents for effective RSI to eradicate local HCCs in vivo. 

 

2.4. Abscopal effect induced by combined 177Lu-SIMs and αPD-L1 
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Encouraged by the effective RSI in local tumor therapy by 177Lu-SIMs, we next evaluated 

the combination therapy of 177Lu-SIMs and αPD-L1 for distant tumor therapy (Figure 4A). H22 

tumors were subcutaneously established on both flanks of mice. Once the volume of the 

tumors had grown to approximately 75 mm3, the left tumors were eradicated by surgery or 

RSI, followed by systemic administration of immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs, αPD-L1). 

Obviously, single surgical resection or surgery plus αPD-L1 had little effect on distant H22 

tumors (Figure 4B). Similarly, 177Lu-SMs or 177Lu-SIMs alone did not inhibit the growth of 

distant tumors. In contrast, 177Lu-SIMs plus αPD-L1 significantly inhibited tumor growth 

compared to the other groups (Figure 4B). In addition, the tumor tissues were collected for 

weighing after treatments, further demonstrating the synergistic therapeutic efficacy of 

177Lu-SIMs plus αPD-L1 for distant tumors (Figure 4C). Meanwhile, the body weight of mice 

with different treatments showed no obvious changes during the whole treatment (Figure 4D). 

To study the mechanism for the abscopal effect, distal tumor tissues were also collected for 

analysis of histopathologic patterns and IDO1 expression. The results demonstrated that, 

compared with other groups, 177Lu-SIMs plus αPD-L1 treatment obviously induced cancer cell 

death and significantly decreased IDO1 expression (Figure 4E). 

Subsequently, we systematically studied the radio-immunotherapy mechanism based on 

177Lu-SIMs plus αPD-L1. The immunoassay of the left peritumoral lymph nodes showed that 

RSI was indeed more effective than surgery in inducing dendritic cells (DCs) maturation, 
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especially in the group of 177Lu-SIMs plus αPD-L1 group, wherein the percentage of 

CD80+CD86+ cells was close to 40% (Figure 5A&D). Moreover, the tumor-infiltrating CD4+ T 

cells, CD8+ T cells and Treg cells in the distal tumor were also analyzed. It was found that 

CD8+ T cells in the 177Lu-SIMs plus αPD-L1 group (G6) exhibited significant infiltration in the 

distal tumors compared to the other groups (Figure 5B&E). Importantly, the proportion of Treg 

cells in the 177Lu-SIMs plus αPD-L1 group was obviously decreased, further improving the 

therapeutic efficiency of radio-immunotherapy (Figure 5C&F). Additionally, cytokines, 

including tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) and interferon gamma (IFN-γ), in mice with 

different treatments were detected by ELISA kits. The results showed that 177Lu-SIMs plus 

αPD-L1 treatment significantly increased cytokine levels, which were much higher than those 

in other groups, further improving the therapeutic efficiency of 177Lu-SIMs plus αPD-L1 

(Figure 5G). Collectively, the combination therapy of 177Lu-SIMs plus αPD-L1 exhibited great 

radio-immune therapeutic efficiency, which could be ascribed to the synergistic effect of 

RSI-induced cell death releasing tumor-associated antigens (TAAs), modulation of the TIME 

by indoximod to downregulate regulatory T cells (Tregs), and ICIs to facilitate the 

presentation of TAAs to cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs). Therefore, versatile microspheres 

with IDO inhibitors and radionuclides are promising theranostic agents for the combination of 

RSI and immunotherapy to achieve potent radio-immunotherapy of advanced HCC in the 

clinic. 
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2.5. Rabbit ear embolization in vivo 

Furthermore, LIMs with similar biocompatibility and radiolabeling capability to SIMs as 

well as larger size and better swelling property than SIMs have exciting prospects in the 

embolization treatment of advanced HCC without PVTT. Due to the limitations of 

experimental conditions, we did not have digital subtraction angiography (DSA) in our 

radiological laboratory to perform embolization experiments on radioactive microspheres for 

HCC. As a proof of concept, we preliminarily evaluated the quality of LIMs as embolic 

materials by blocking the rich blood supply of rabbit ears according to the literatures[41, 42]. 

Considering experimental safety, nonradioactive LIMs were injected into the blood vessels of 

ears in rabbits to perform the embolization experiment. After continuous monitoring over 15 

days, the embolic site of LIMs in the rabbit ear vessel gradually became ischemic and 

necrotic due to insufficient blood supply (Supporting information Figure S14). These results 

indicated that 177Lu-LIMs have the potential to serve as excellent materials for TARE of HCC 

in future studies. 

 

3. Conclusions 
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In conclusion, we have designed versatile microspheres applicable for 

brachytherapy-mediated radio-immunotherapy of HCC. The microspheres originally loaded 

with IDO1 inhibitors (IMs) were prepared by a simple emulsification method with a feasibly 

adjustable size and swelling property. The small microspheres labeled with radionuclides 

(177Lu-SIMs) not only effectively killed cancer cells but also released IDO1 inhibitors to 

regulate Tyr-Kyn metabolism in vitro. In the H22 HCC model, 177Lu-SIMs served as 

theranostic agents for SPECT imaging and RSI, effectively inhibited primary tumors by 

themselves and further suppressed distant tumors in combination with αPD-L1. Systematic 

mechanism studies suggested that the abscopal effect stemmed from enhanced DCs 

maturation and CTLs infiltration by the immune stimulation of 177Lu-SIMs-based RSI, as well 

as the inhibition of Treg cells by the regulation of the TIME through IDO inhibitors. Moreover, 

LIMs could not only swell and enlarge under physiological conditions and release IDO1 

inhibitors but also achieved prominent arterial embolization in vivo, holding great promise for 

TARE in large animal models in future studies. Generally, our strategy provides a versatile 

microsphere to integrate brachytherapy and immunotherapy, which is tailorable depending on 

the exact therapeutic modality, expected to achieve efficient radio-immunotherapy of 

advanced HCC in the clinic. 
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4. Experimental Section 

Materials: Sodium alginate, anhydrous calcium chloride, calcium carbonate, liquid 

paraffin, sodium carboxymethyl cellulose, Indoximod, and glacial acetic acid were purchased 

from Maclin. Isopropanol, anhydrous ether, ethyl acetate and other organic reagents were 

from Shanghai Lingfeng Reagent Co., Ltd. Anti-PD-L1 was purchased from Bioxcell (Clone: 

10F.9G2, Catalog#: BE0101). Antibodies for cell surface markers were obtained from 

eBioscience. Radionuclide 177LuCl3 was purchased from ITG ISotope TechnologiES Garching 

GmbH. 

Synthesis and characterization of microspheres: To synthesize SIMs, 10 mL of sodium 

alginate solution (20 mg/mL) was mixed with 100 mg of indoximod and 20 mg of sodium 

carboxymethyl cellulose, and then emulsified SPAN 80 (30 μL) and TWEEN 80 (10 μL) as 

well as 10 mL of liquid paraffin were added with stirring for 2 h (500 r/min). The 

abovementioned mixture was named emulsion A. Additionally, we also prepared emulsion B 

containing 10 mL of calcium chloride (50 mg/mL) and 10 mL of liquid paraffin. Afterwards, 

emulsion A was slowly added into emulsion B. After stirring for 2 h (500 r/min), the reacted 

A+B solution was washed with ethyl acetate as the demulsifier three times. The precipitate 

was washed with isopropyl alcohol and anhydrous ether to remove impurities and then dried 

with nitrogen gas to obtain the final product SIMs. 
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To synthesize LIMs, 10 mL sodium alginate solution (20 mg/mL) was also prepared and 

added to 100 mg indoximod, 20 mg sodium carboxymethyl cellulose and emulsifier for 

stirring. After that, 0.2 g calcium carbonate was added into the above mixed solution to form a 

white suspension. 50 mL of liquid paraffin was then added to the abovementioned white 

suspension to form an emulsion. Subsequently, glacial acetic acid was slowly added and 

stirred for 2 h. Finally, the precipitate was washed with isopropyl alcohol and anhydrous ether 

to remove impurities and then dried with nitrogen gas to obtain the final product LIMs. 

SMs and LMs were prepared by the same method as SIMs and LIMs, except for the 

absence of indoximod. Silk fibroin-modified SIMs (SFIMs) were prepared according to the 

literature. The preparation process of SFIMs is consistent with the above method of SIMs, 

except that the single SA solution was changed into an aqueous mixture of 10 mL sodium 

alginate solution (20 mg/mL) and silk fibroin solution (10 mg/mL). 

 

Characterization of microspheres: Optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) were used to observe the morphology of the microspheres. The hydrodynamic 

diameters of SIMs, SMs and SFIMs were determined by a Zetasizer Nano ZS90, and LIMs 

were measured by Cellsens software under an optical microscope. The main functional 

groups of the microspheres were analyzed by infrared spectroscopy. 
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Drug loading and release: Drug loading was obtained by a simple grinding method. 

Briefly, SIMs or LIMs were ground with a grinder, and 0.1 M hydrochloric acid, respectively. 

The drug loading was measured by the UV‒vis-NIR spectra of a standard indoximod curve. 

Two equations were used to calculate the drug loading and efficiency: Drug loading capacity 

= M (Ind)/M(IMs), Drug loading Efficiency = M(Ind)/M0(Ind), where M(Ind), M(IMs), and M0(Ind) denote 

the mass of indoximod loaded in the IMs, the mass of IMs, and the mass of indoximod 

invested in the synthesis of microspheres, respectively. To explore drug release, 7.2 mg of 

SMs or 5.4 mg of LIMs were added to 5 mL of PBS solution and then incubated in a shaker at 

37°C. The supernatant was removed at different time points to measure the released drug, 

and then an equal amount of PBS was added to continue the incubation until there was no 

drug in the supernatant. 

Radionuclides Labelling: For 177Lu labeling, 10 mg of SIMs and LIMs suspension were 

incubated with radioactive LuCl3 (1 mCi) for 30 min of shaking. After that, radiolabeled SIMs 

or LIMs were washed with deionized (DI) water three times to remove free 177Lu. The labeling 

stability experiment was carried out in vitro by soaking the microspheres in PBS and FBS. For 

125I labeling, 1 mg iodogen dissolved in dichloromethane was added into an Eppendorf (EP) 

tube (1.5 mL) and blown-dried with nitrogen. After that, 100 mg of SFIMs suspension mixed 
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with Na125I (1 mCi) were added into an EP tube containing iodogen for 30 min of shaking. 

125I-SFIMs were washed three times with DI water to remove free 125I. The labeling stability 

experiment was carried out in vitro by soaking the 125I-SFIMs in PBS and FBS. 

 

In vitro degradation of IMs: The degradation behavior of IMs was evaluated according to 

a previous report[39]. Dried SIMs (50 mg) and LIMs (75 mg) were added to PBS (pH=7.4) or 

PBS (pH=7.4) containing lysozymes (1 mg/mL). All IMs solutions were shaken in a constant 

temperature oscillator at 37 °C, and 50% of the solution was changed every two days to 

maintain lysozyme activity. The IMs were collected at specific time points (1, 3, 5, 7, 9 days), 

washed with deionized water, dehydrated with ethanol, and finally lyophilized. The 

degradation rate was calculated according to the weight loss percent of IMs. 

 

Swelling assay and suspension stability of IMs: The swelling of SIMs and LIMs was 

acquired by a dynamic analysis of particle size. The size change of SIMs and LIMs in 

solutions with different pH values (pH 5.6 or pH 7.4) was observed by dynamic light scattering 

(DLS) and optical microscopy (Cell Sens Standard), respectively. The particle size was 

counted at 0, 10, 30, 60, 90, and 120 min. In order to evaluate the suspension performance of 
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the microspheres, SIMs and LIMs were added into DI water and immediately shaken to make 

them homodispersed, and then their distribution was recorded. 

 

In vitro hemolysis assay: Hemolysis experiments were performed according to a previous 

report[44], and the blood used for the experiments was obtained from New Zealand white 

rabbits. SIMs and LIMs were immersed in 4 mL of normal saline at a concentration of 10 

mg/mL, while pure saline and deionized water were used as positive and negative controls, 

respectively. All samples were added to 100 μL diluted anticoagulant blood and kept at 37°C 

for 1 h. Subsequently, the supernatant was separated by centrifugation, and its absorbance 

at 540 nm was measured by a microplate reader. The hemolysis rate was calculated 

according to the equation: Hemolysis rate% = (Hm−Hs)/(Hw-Hs), where Hm, Hs, and Hw 

represent the absorbance values of the IMs group, the saline group and the DI-water group, 

respectively. 

 

Cellular experiments: Mouse H22 hepatoma cells (H22), rabbit VX2 hepatocellular 

squamous cells (VX2) and human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) were purchased 

from Cell Source Center. VX2 cells, H22 cells and HUVECs were cultured with standard 

condition.  
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For evaluating the biosafety of SIMs or LIMs, HUVECs and H22 cells were seeded into 

96-well plates (1×104/cell) and cultured for 24 h. Later, SIMs or LIMs at different 

concentrations were added into the wells, and the cells were cultured for another 24 h. After 

being washed with PBS twice, the viability of HUVECs and H22 cells was measured by Cell 

Counting Kit-8 (CCK8) assay. 

For evaluating the effect of SIMs and LIMs as IDO inhibitors, H22 cells and VX2 cells 

were seeded in 96-well plates under culture conditions containing IFN-γ (50 ng/mL) and 

L-tryptophan (80 × 10-6 M) (37°C, 5% CO2). After 24 h of cell culture, H22 cells or VX2 cells 

were treated with SIMs or LIMs at different indoor concentrations (0.78 μg/mL, 1.56 μg/mL, 

3.125 μg/mL, 6.25 μg/mL, 12.5 μg/mL) for another 24 h. The cell culture medium of each 

well was collected, and trichloroacetic acid (TCA)-deposited protein (30% in water) was 

added. Ehrlich reagent (S0235, Bioss) was added at room temperature for 10 min to evaluate 

the inhibitory effect of IDO by the concentration of kynurenine. 

For evaluating in vitro cytotoxicity, the viability of H22 or VX2 cells incubated for 72 h with 

different concentrations of 177Lu-SIMs or 177Lu-LIMs was measured by Cell Counting Kit-8 

(CCK8) assay. The abovementioned cells were seeded into 96-well plates (1× 104/cell) and 

cultured for 24 h before adding different concentrations of 177Lu-SIMs or 177Lu-LIMs. Cell 

viability was measured after another 72 h of incubation. 
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For γ-H2AX staining studies, H22 cells or VX2 cells were seeded in 6-well plates at 

densities of 5 × 104 cells/well. After 24 h, cells were treated with 177Lu-SIMs (100 μCi/mL, 1.42 

mg/mL), 177Lu-SMs (100 μCi/mL, 1.42 mg/mL) or 177Lu-LIMs (100 μCi/mL, 1.42 mg/mL), 

177Lu-LIMs (100 μCi/mL, 1.42 mg/mL) for 12 h. Another 12 h later, cells were treated with 

γ-H2AX and DAPI and imaged by confocal microscopy (Olympus). 

 

In vivo radio-immunotherapy: All of the animal experiments were performed according to 

the protocols approved by Soochow University Laboratory Animal Center (202304A0609). 

For in vivo subcutaneous tumor inhibition and SPECT imaging studies, H22 tumor-bearing 

mice models were firstly established by subcutaneous injection of 50 μL H22 cell suspension 

(4×107/mL) into the back of BALB/c mice. When the tumor volume was measured to be 75 

mm3, mice bearing the H22 tumor model were i.t. injected with 177Lu-SIMs at a radioactive 

dose of 150 μCi and then imaged by U-SPECT+/CT (MILabs) at 1 h, 4 h, 12 h, 1 d, 2 d, 4 d, 

and 7 d post injection. To investigate the biodistribution of the radioactive microspheres, H22 

tumor-bearing mice were treated with 177Lu-SIMs and sacrificed at 4 d and 7 d post-injection 

to obtain the main tissues and tumors for radioactivity testing by a gamma counter. The H22 

tumor-bearing mice were divided into six groups: 1) PBS (i.t. ), 2) SMs (i.t. ), 3) SIMs (i.t. ), 4) 
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indoximod (i.t. ), 5) 177Lu-SMs (i.t.) and 6) 177Lu-SIMs (i.t. ) (150 μCi of 177Lu corresponding to 

2.14 mg SIMs or SMs, indoximod, 2.4 mg/kg). 

For distant tumor inhibition, H22 tumor subcutaneous models were established on both 

sides of the back skin of BALB/c mice and then treated with radionuclides therapy or surgical 

resection. The mice were intravenously injected with αPD-L1 (1 mg/kg) at 1, 3, and 5 days. 

The contralateral tumor volume and body weight of the mice were monitored. 

Ex vitro analysis of DCs: To investigate the stimulatory effect of DCs, we collected and 

analyzed DCs from peritumoral lymph nodes of primary tumors. Specifically, the collected 

lymph nodes were processed to obtain cell suspensions and then analyzed for 

anti-CD11c-FITC (eBioscience, Clone: N418, 11-0114-82), anti-CD86-APC (eBioscience, 

Clone: GL1, 17-0862-82) and anti-CD80-PE (eBioscience, Clone: 16-10A1, 12-0801-82)) 

staining, respectively. 

 

T cells assay: T cells infiltration was performed on all the experimental and control distal 

tumors in the H22 bilateral tumor model. First, after eliminating the left tumor and completing 

immune checkpoint antibody treatment, all mice were sacrificed to collect distal tumors for 

analysis by flow cytometry (FCM). All tumor tissues prepared to mono-cellular suspensions 

were separately stained with anti-CD3-FITC (eBioscience, Clone: 17A2, 11-0032-82), 
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anti-CD4-APC (eBioscience, Clone: GK1.5, 17-0041-83) and anti-CD8a-PE (eBioscience, 

Clone: 53-6.7, 12-0081-83) antibodies according to the protocol to distinguish cytotoxic T 

lymphocytes (CTLs, CD3+CD4-CD8+) and helper T cells (CD3+CD4+CD8-). The same tumor 

tissues prepared to mono-cellular suspensions were separately stained by anti-CD3-FITC 

(eBioscience, Clone: 17A2, 11-0032-82), anti-CD4-APC (eBioscience, Clone: GK1.5, 

17-0041-83) and anti-FOXP3-PE (eBioscience, Clone: FJK-16s,12-5773-82) to distinguish 

regulatory T cells (Treg cells, CD3+CD4+FoxP3+). 

 

Analysis of cytokines in serum: Serum samples from mice with bilateral tumor H22 models 

were diluted and analyzed. Tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α, Sino Biological) and γ 

interferon (IFN-γ, BD Biosciences) in serum were quantified by sandwich ELISA kits 

according to the manufacturer's instructions. 

 

In vivo embolization in rabbits central auricular artery: For evaluating the embolic 

performance of the LIMs, we performed in vivo embolization of central arteries in New 

Zealand white rabbits, and all experimental rabbits were purchased from the Laboratory 

Animal Center of Soochow University. In brief, rabbit ears with clear blood vessels were 

selected, and 0.2 mL LIMs (50 mg/mL) was injected with a 7-gauge needle after anesthesia. 
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Subsequently, the embolized part of the rabbit auricles was monitored and imaged at set 

intervals. 

Statistical analysis: All results were described as mean ± s.d. (standard deviation). At least 

three biological replicates (n ≥ 3) were included for all data. All data were analyzed by 

unpaired Student’s t test or ANOVA (analysis of variance), and differences between groups 

are shown as follows: n.s. (no significant difference), p > 0.05, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 

0.001, ****p < 0.001. The statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 7.00 or 

SPSS 22.0. 
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Scheme 1. Schematic illustration showing A) the procedure of preparing IDO1 

inhibitors-loaded microspheres (IMs) with  specific size for 177Lu labelling and B) the 

intratumoral radioactive seed implantation (RSI) of 177Lu-SIMs in mice to induce  antitumor 

immune response in combination with αPD-L1 antibody. 
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Figure 1. Characterization of IMs. A-B) The morphology of small IMs (SIMs) characterized by 

optical microscopy (A) and SEM (B). C-D) The morphology of large IMs (LIMs) characterized 

by optical microscopy (C) and SEM (D). E) Hydrodynamic size distribution of SIMs and LIMs 

in deionized water measured by DLS. F) FTIR spectra of SIMs, LIMs, Alg, CMC and 

indoximod. G) Radiolabeling stability of 177Lu-SIMs and 177Lu-LIMs in PBS and FBS. Error 

bars represent mean ± s.d. (n = 3). 
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Figure 2. Cellular experiments. A-B) Relative cell viabilities of HUVECs and H22 cells 

after incubation with SIMs (A) or LIMs (B) at different concentrations for 24 h. Error bars 

represent mean ± s.d. (n = 5). C) Relative viabilities of H22 cells after incubation with 

177Lu-SMs or 177Lu-SIMs at different doses for 72 h. Error bars represent mean ± s.d. (n = 

3). D) Relative viabilities of VX2 cells after incubation with 177Lu-LMs or 177Lu-LIMs at 

different doses for 72 h. Error bars represent mean ± s.d. (n = 5). E) Confocal imaging of 

H22 cells treated with 177Lu-SMs and 177Lu-SIMs for 24 h. F) VX2 cells treated with 

177Lu-LMs and 177Lu-LIMs for 24 h (blue: DAPI, red: γ-H2AX). 
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Figure 3. SPECT/CT imaging and subcutaneous tumor suppression based on 177Lu-SIMs. A) 

SPECT/CT images of H22 tumor-bearing mice at different time points post i.t. injection of 

177Lu-SIMs. B) Biodistribution of 177Lu-SIMs in mice at the 3rd day and 7th day post i.t. 

injection. Error bars represent mean ± s.d. (n = 3). C) Tumor growth curves of mice after 

different treatments. Error bars represent mean ± s.d. (n = 5). D) Average tumor weights of 

mice in different groups collected at 16 days after various treatments. Error bars represent 

mean ± s.d. (n = 5). E) Body weight curves of mice in different groups. Error bars represent 
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mean ± s.d. (n = 5). F) Micrographs of H&E- and TUNEL-stained tumor slices from mice in 

different groups. (G1-PBS, G2-SMs, G3-SIMs, G4-indoximod, G5-177Lu-SMs and 

G6-177Lu-SIMs). P values in C-D were calculated by Tukey’s post-test (****P< 0.0001, 

***P< 0.001). 

 

 

Figure 4. Abscopal effect induced by radio-immunotherapy. A) Schematic diagram showing 

177Lu-SMs RSI combined with αPD-L1 to suppress bilateral H22 tumors in mice. B) Growth 
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curves of the distant tumors in mice after various treatments. Error bars represent mean ± 

s.d. (n = 5). C) Average tumor weights of mice in different groups at 16 days post each 

treatment. Error bars represent mean ± s.d. (n = 5). D) Body weight curves of mice in different 

groups. Error bars represent mean ± s.d. (n = 5). E) Micrographs of distant tumor slices 

collected at 3 days after the last αPD-L1 treatment, illustrating histopathologic pattern and 

IDO1 expression. (G1-Surgery, G2-Surgery+αPD-L1, G3-177Lu-SMs, G4-177Lu-SIMs, 

G5-177Lu-SMs+αPD-L1 and G6-177Lu-SIMs+αPD-L1). P values in B-C were calculated by 

Tukey’s post-test (****P< 0.0001, ***P< 0.001). 
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Figure 5. Immune response post radio-immunotherapy. A) Flow cytometry analysis of DC 

maturation in the peritumoral lymph nodes of H22 tumor-bearing mice after different 

treatments. B) Representative flow cytometry plots showing CD3+CD4-CD8+ T cells and C) 

CD3+CD4-Foxp3+ T cells in the secondary tumors from different groups at 10 days post each 

treatment. D) Proportions of mature DCs in peritumoral lymph nodes. Error bars represent 

mean ± s.d. (n = 3). E) Proportions of tumor-infiltrating CD8+ killer T cells among CD3+ T 

cells. Error bars represent mean ± s.d. (n = 3). F) Proportions of Treg cells among CD3+ T 

cells. Error bars represent mean ± s.d. (n = 3). G) Antitumor cytokine levels in serum 
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collected from mice at 5 days after different treatments. Error bars represent mean ± s.d. (n = 

3). (G1-Surgery, G2-Surgery+αPD-L1, G3-177Lu-SMs, G4-177Lu-SIMs, G5-177Lu-SMs+αPD-L1 

and G6-177Lu-SIMs+αPD-L1). P values in D-G were calculated by Tukey’s post-test 

(****P< 0.0001, ***P< 0.001, **P< 0.01). 
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are promising for TARE in future studies. 
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